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Abstract
Among the problems with leaderboard culture
in NLP has been the widespread lack of con-
fidence estimation in reported results. In this
work, we present a framework and simulator for
estimating p-values for comparisons between
the results of two systems, in order to under-
stand the confidence that one is actually better
(i.e. ranked higher) than the other. What has
made this difficult in the past is that each sys-
tem must itself be evaluated by comparison to a
gold standard. We define a null hypothesis that
each system’s metric scores are drawn from the
same distribution, using variance found natu-
rally (though rarely reported) in test set items
and individual labels on an item (responses) to
produce the metric distributions. We create a
test set that evenly mixes the responses of the
two systems under the assumption the null hy-
pothesis is true. Exploring how to best estimate
the true p-value from a single test set under
different metrics, tests, and sampling methods,
we find that the presence of response variance
(from multiple raters or multiple model ver-
sions) has a profound impact on p-value esti-
mates for model comparison, and that choice
of metric and sampling method is critical to
providing statistical guarantees on model com-
parisons.

1 Introduction

AI and NLP evaluation is facing a scientific repro-
ducibility crisis that, despite increasing awareness,
continues to worsen (Gundersen and Kjensmo,
2018). Published results may often show only ep-
silon improvements to state-of-the-art results, with
no effort to estimate whether or not the results are
statistically significant. The reasons for this crisis
are complex, and it is easy to implicate the culture
created by leaderboards (e.g., Wang et al. (2018)).

Our work is motivated by the need to provide
statistical testing alongside NLP results in or-
der to reliably demonstrate model improvement,
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as opposed to solely depending on leaderboards.
Our work naturally ensues from studies of rater
response disagreement (see e.g., (R Artstein; Snow
et al., 2008; L Aroyo, 2013; Plank et al., 2014;
Fornaciari et al., 2022), among others). Further,
the issue of insufficient statistical analysis in NLP
work is well-documented, with many ACL papers
not reporting statistical significance (Dror et al.,
2018). Considering the reliance on system compar-
ison for benchmarking and leaderboards, statistical
guarantees that consider the performance of both
systems are critical, yet understudied.

Statistical tests for paired data (e.g. McNemar
(1947)) are not appropriate for this setting because
of their reliance on strong assumptions about the
data (Dietterich, 1998b); even extensions of Mc-
Nemar’s test such as the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel
test (Mantel, 1963) only apply when the metric can
be applied independently to each item or respon-
der (human or machine), and is then aggregated.
Therefore, these metrics are not applicable for this
use case, in large part due to three potential chal-
lenges: (1) three sets of data are involved in this
comparison, (2) there is variance in all three of
those sets, and (3) many different metrics are used
in NLP evaluation. Moreover, variance can come
at the item or response level, due to stochastic in-
ference or training, changes in training data such
as cross-validation, or annotator disagreement in
gold labels.

We investigate the use of null hypothesis signif-
icance tests (NHST) to add a dimension of confi-
dence to NLP evaluations. The purpose of NHST
is to determine whether differences between mul-
tiple sets of observations are significant, after ac-
counting for sampling variance in the observations.
When comparing two NLP systems, each is first
compared to a gold standard, resulting in some met-
ric score (e.g. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)), and
then those metric scores for the two models are
compared to each other. While all p-values are esti-



mates, there are many ways to sample and measure
the results from a single test set, each producing
a different p-value estimate. We explore how to
determine which method (of sampling, aggregat-
ing, and measuring responses) produces the most
accurate p-value estimate from a single test set in
comparison to the true/ground truth p-value.

In this work, we present a framework for ef-
fective p-value estimation when comparing two
systems against gold judgments, with the aim of
identifying with statistical rigor if one system out-
performs the other. Our findings indicate that the
amount of response variance has an impact on p-
value estimates, item-wise mean absolute error is
consistently a reliable metric, and—while most
metrics and sampling methods perform well when
machine output is dissimilar—metric choice and
sampling method is especially critical when the
performance of the two machines is similar.

Our primary contributions include:
• combining, for the first time, the related no-

tions of response disagreement from machines
(Gorman and Bedrick, 2019) and from raters
(Aroyo and Welty, 2015);

• a new framework for NHST that allows com-
parisons across different test metrics and sam-
pling strategies;

• a simulator capable of producing informative
null hypotheses and computing p-values that
account for both item and response variance,

• a thorough evaluation of how well eight met-
rics and six re-sampling strategies estimate the
“true” p-value from a single test, on simulated
data; and

• a demonstration of our framework on real-
world data.

Our findings give insight into which statistics are
most informative when designing NHSTs for con-
temporary NLP systems, and is applicable to any
NLP setting that makes use of comparisons to quan-
titative gold judgments (e.g. sentiment analysis,
semantic similarity, search relevance, translation
quality, etc.), when response variance is prevalent.
We plan to share our code upon publication.

2 Related Work

Our approach to generating a statistical guarantee
associated with the comparison of two NLP sys-
tems (a p-value) is rooted in the statistical inference
method of NHST. Our formulation also incorpo-
rates variance in rater and system responses.

2.1 NHST for evaluation

Existing notions of p-values are built on a null
hypothesisH0 which states that the effect size be-
tween the control and test set is zero. The p-value
is then the probability that an effect of the observed
size or greater would occur under the assumption
thatH0 is true. Here, the “control” and “test” sets
are the outputs of distinct models that we wish to
compare, and the effect size represents the perfor-
mance of the first system compared to the second
on gold standard data.

Dietterich (1998a) considers hypothesis testing
on machine learning problems (specifically com-
paring the performance of two learning algorithms
with a small amount of data), but does not consider
response variance or accuracy of the p-value esti-
mate. Our approach builds on Dietterich’s (1998a);
we also observe that the standard null hypotheses
do not quite fit the use case of comparing the out-
put of two systems, since the error is the result of
a comparison with a third, gold standard, dataset,
and we investigate the effect of different sources
of variance, as well as different metrics, on the
p-value estimate from a single test set.

Søgaard et al. (2014) explore the effects of sam-
ple size, covariates (such as sentence length), and
the variance introduced by multiple metrics, and
conclude that current approaches to p-value tests
are not reproducible or sufficient. They suggest
that the usual upper bound of p < 0.05 is too high,
and that p < 0.0025 provides a better guarantee that
the false positive rate is less than 5%. One problem
faced in coming to this conclusion was how to de-
termine what the correct p-value actually is. Note
that they use the false positive rate as the target of
the guarantee, which is an intuitive but completely
non-standard approach to hypothesis testing. We
address this by utilizing a simulator that is capable
of generating thousands of test sets, which then
allows us to make a better estimate as to the true
p-value, and compare the effects of many more
sources of variance.

Related work has surveyed statistical signifi-
cance testing techniques in NLP systems (Dror
et al., 2020) and studied permutation and bootstrap-
ping methods for computing significance tests and
confidence intervals on text summarization evalua-
tion metrics (Deutsch et al., 2021). Haroush et al.
(2021) observe that out of distribution detection
can be recast as a p-value problem, using p-values
for inference, not significance testing.



Prior work critical of the utility of the p-value
cites the impact of sample size and bias on the level
of significance (Sullivan and Feinn, 2012; Thiese
et al., 2016), as well as the variability of p-values
across samples (Halsey et al., 2015).

Kohavi et al. (2022) examine the misunderstand-
ings and errors related to statistics reported on A/B
test experiments, including the erroneous percep-
tion that p-value indicates the chance of a false
positive. Kohavi et al. (2022) suggest that p-values
are widely inaccurately applied even by experts and
that intentional efforts need to be made to report
meaningful statistical measures.

Though there is some criticism of the use of
p-values, we propose that they can be useful in
bridging the lack of confidence estimation in NLP
system evaluations. Further, we aim to address the
effect of variability across samples by using a large
number of samples to determine the best approach
to p-value generation.

Null hypothesis statistical testing alone as a
method for significance testing also does not lead
to reproducibility, due to the use in evaluation of in-
consistent train-test splitting (Gorman and Bedrick,
2019). We address this as well in our approach by
incorporating response variance, discussed in more
detail below.

2.2 Response Variance
For each item in a test set, a human rater can pro-
vide a response, such as a class label or a Likert
scale. Prior work indicates the importance of elic-
iting such responses from multiple raters per item,
to account for ambiguity and different perspectives
(L Aroyo, 2014; Uma et al., 2021). Regardless
of the task, gathering multiple responses results
in disagreement. Machine systems also provide a
response for each item, and these responses can
vary with stochastic training conditions, hyperam-
eter changes, cross-validation, and other causes.
System variance can be incorporated into model
prediction by merging answers rather than simply
ranking (Gondek et al., 2012).

Response variance may be indicative of true fea-
tures of the data and thus be incorporated into the
model (Reidsma and Carletta, 2008). Recent work
has indicated that taking a majority vote aggrega-
tion may not be effective at resolving/incorporating
annotator variance (Davani et al., 2022; Barile et al.,
2021).

Prior work has explored the role of variance
and data collection in metrics on human annotated

datasets (Welty et al., 2019). Homan et al. (2022)
provides a framework for analyzing the amount
of variance, and types of disagreement, in crowd-
sourced datasets. Wong et al. (2021) addresses the
variance in crowdsourced annotations by present-
ing a more contextualized measure of inter-rater
reliability based on Cohen’s kappa. Bayesian mod-
els of annotation have also been used and evalu-
ated as potential methods for identifying annotator
accuracy and item difficulty (Paun et al., 2018).
Recent work has also considered incorporating log-
ical justifications of human viewpoints as a two-
dimensional judgment (Draws et al., 2022).

Our simulator produces scores with variance ac-
cording to different distributions (specified as hy-
perparameters), allowing us to include response
variance in our evaluation.

3 Evaluation Framework

3.1 Problem Formulation

Comparing two NLP systems often involves mea-
suring a baseline B and a candidate A against gold
judgments G, to determine whether A is an im-
provement over B. This comparison is made using
a metric δ run over a test set that is drawn from
a population of data. For each item i in the test
set, both A and B have a distribution of responses
Ai and Bi, and it is possible to have multiple re-
sponses for each item. In addition, due to rater
disagreement, there is a distribution of human re-
sponses, Gi. The metric δ compares each system’s
responses to the human responses and produces a
pair of metric scores, δ(A,G) and δ(B,G). Finally,
the per-system metric scores are compared to each
other so that when δ(A,G) > δ(B,G) we can say
A is an improvement over B.

The null hypothesis, denotedH0, is that the two
sets of responses being compared (i.e. Ai, j and Bi, j,
where i is an item and and j is a responses for a
given item) are drawn from the same distribution.
This is compared against an alternative hypothesis,
denotedH1, that Ai, j and Bi, j are true to the under-
lying distributions from which A, B, and G were
drawn, and therefore that the comparison δ(A,G)
and δ(B,G) is a fair representation of the compari-
son between A and B. We aim to provide a p-value
for this comparison.

By contrast, in the vast majority of NHST set-
tings, A and B are sets of individual responses and
there is no notion of variance in i once it is drawn;
the only source of variance comes from the sam-



pling of the items. For simple test statistics like
mean, a closed-form estimate such as a paired t-test
(Student, 1908) will suffice.

However, many metrics used in NLP are not
amenable to such closed-form estimates, and the
presence of response-level variance means that
even many simple metrics cannot be reliably es-
timated in closed form. Therefore, it is necessary
to rely on resampling methods, such as bootstrap-
ping or permutation sampling, to estimate p-values.
Here we focus on bootstrapping variants, where
variance is estimated by resampling from a dataset
with replacement.

Usually, the most important design issue in
NHST is whether the sample has enough statis-
tical power to detect a difference between A and
B when one exists; in our setting, there are two
equally fundamental questions: what approach to
resampling to use in order to estimate variance, and
what metric to use for reliably estimating p-values.
These design issues led us to the following research
questions:

RQ1. Can response-level variance be used to
estimate p-values?
RQ2. What method of sampling response
variance generates the most accurate p-value?
RQ3. What metrics generate the most accu-
rate p-value?
RQ4. How sensitive are the measurements as
two systems’ responses draw closer to each
other?

3.2 Simulator

To produce and analyze p-value estimates from a
test set, we built a simulator that operates in three
stages. The main idea is to sample a reference test
set from a known, fixed underlying distribution of
items and responses and use a resampling method
to estimate the p-value of that test set. Then, we
use the same underlying distribution to directly
estimate the “true” p-value of the distribution.

3.2.1 Generating reference test data
First, we generate the reference test data, described
in detail in Algorithm 3 in appendix A. The refer-
ence test set consists of samples for ground truth
(Gref) and two NLP systems (Aref and Bref). Each
sample has N items and K responses per item.
The responses are continuous values in the inter-
val [0,1]. To construct Gref, for each item i we
sample a mean µi and standard deviation σi from
specific uniform distributions. Then, we sample

K responses from a normal distribution parameter-
ized by µi and σi. For Aref and Bref, we use the
same sample of means and standard deviations as
for Gref, but with µi replaced by µi+ε

i
X , where ε

i
X

is chosen uniformly at random over the interval
[−εX ,εX] for X ∈ {A,B}, respectively. This process
makes the items in the three sets the same, while
keeping the responses in each set independent (con-
ditioned on each item i) where the magnitudes of
difference in the response distributions are parame-
terized by εA and εB.

3.2.2 Sampling for comparative hypothesis
testing

Next, we simulate each of the sampling strategies
on items and responses. Algorithm 1 describes
this process in detail. It takes hyperparameters that
specify the item and response sampling strategies,
respectively (described in §4.1). Here, it is only
important to note that our sampling strategies pro-
vide rules for resampling from a dataset, such as
sample the items, take all responses or sample the
items, then sample from the responses for each item.
Algorithm 1 is actually used twice: once for the
data needed to estimate the p-value based on the
reference test set and once for the true p-value. In
each case it produces data supportingH0 andH1.

For the reference test set (rts)H1, we construct
three samples corresponding to Aref Bref and Gref

by resampling from each according to the given
sampling strategy.

For the reference test setH0, we reuse the sam-
ple of Gref constructed for H1. For Aref and Bref,
we operate under theH0 assumption that they are
drawn from the same underlying distribution (when
in fact they were drawn from similar distributions,
perturbed according to εA and εB). We do this
by first combining Aref and Bref into a single set
Aref∣Bref, where each item i in the combined set
has all of the responses from both Aref

i and Bref
i .

We sample responses for each of Aref and Bref by
sampling from Aref∣Bref.

For the true p-value (true)H1, Algorithm 1 con-
structs the samples corresponding to each of A, B
and G by ignoring Aref, Bref, and Gref and instead
sampling directly from the underlying distribution
described in §3.2.1. For the H0 data, we use the
same underlying distribution, except that in order to
operate under theH0 assumption that Aref and Bref

are drawn from the same distribution, each item
i and response for each of A and B (the process
is unchanged for G) is sampled by first uniformly



drawing X ∼ {A,B} and then sampling from the
normal distribution parameterized by (µi+ε

i
X ,σi).

3.2.3 Applying hypothesis tests to
(sub)sampled distributions

Finally, for each of the reference test sets and the
true distribution, we sample from the distribution
M times and feed the output to Algorithm 2, which
estimates p-values with respect to a given metric.

Algorithm 1 SAMPLE

Input parameters
G,A,B: pointers to reference data or under-

lying distributions
Φ: item index sampler
Π: response sampler
r ∈ {rts, true} whether to use the input sets

for re-sampling or to sample directly from the
true underlying distribution.
Results

G∗,Aalt,Balt: vector (or matrix) samples
A∅,B∅: null hypothesis samples

j← 0
for all i ∈Φ(S) do

G∗j ←Πr(Gi)

Aalt
j ←Πr(Ai)

Balt
j ←Πr(Bi)

A∅j ←Πr(Ai∣Bi)

B∅j ←Πr(Ai∣Bi)

j← j+1
end for

4 Experiments

We perform a set of experiments on datasets where
N = 1000 and K = 5. These numbers are represen-
tative of the number of items in typical test sets
and of the numbers of responses in test sets where
multiple responses are reported. We consider 6
sampling methods, 8 metrics, and 5 levels of pertur-
bation of system B (we fix the perturbation εA = 0
and treat it as an ideal model1).

4.1 Sampling strategies for response variance

We experiment with 6 test set sampling methods to
calculate a p-value. By implementing these meth-
ods, we are able to determine which of these ap-

1We fix the perturbation to zero and focus on comparing
the sampling methods and metrics under this ideal setting,
though varying εA in further experimentation will provide
additional insight to the generalizability of our results

Algorithm 2 HTEST

Input parameters
G j,Aalt

j ,B
alt
j ,A

∅
j ,B

∅
j ,1 ≤ j ≤M constructed

from M calls to Algorithm 1
δ : a test metric

α ← 0
β ← 0
for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do

α j = δ(Aalt
j ,G j)−δ(Balt

j ,G j)

β j = δ(A∅j ,G j)−δ(B∅j ,G j)

end for
p← 0
for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do

p← p+ ∣{α j′ ∣ β j < α j′}∣/M
end for
p← p/M

proaches on a single test set best approximates the
true p-value.

• Randomly sampling one response. (all_items,
sample(1)) uses all items and randomly
selects one response per item, e.g.
[0.6,0.4,0.8,0.5,0.4]2 → 0.4.

• Bootstrapping responses. (all_items, sam-
ple(5)) uses all items and samples n=5
responses per item as in “bootstrapping”
(Welty et al., 2019), with replacement, e.g.
[0.6,0.4,0.8,0.5,0.4] → [0.6,0.6,0.5,0.4,0.5].

• Bootstrapping items. (bootstrap_items, all)
bootstrap samples n=1000 items with replace-
ment and uses all responses for each item.

• Bootstrapping items, selecting one response
per item. (bootstrap_items, first_element)
bootstrap samples n=1000 items with replace-
ment and selects the first response per item,
e.g. [0.6,0.4,0.8,0.5,0.4] → 0.6.3

• Bootstrapping items, randomly selecting one
response per item. (bootstrap_items, all) boot-
strap samples n=1000 items with replacement
and randomly selects one response per item,
e.g. [0.6,0.4,0.8,0.5,0.4] → 0.4.

• Bootstrapping items, bootstrapping responses.
(bootstrap_items, sample(5)) bootstrap sam-
ples n=1000 items with replacement samples

2Here and below, this vector represents the set of K = 5
sampled responses associated with each item in our experi-
ment.

3Because we are using resampling methods to estimate
p-values, using the first item only results in less variance than
sampling one item from all five responses. This corresponds
to a case in which there is only one response per item.



n=5 responses per item with replacement, e.g.
[0.6,0.4,0.8,0.5,0.4] → [0.8,0.6,0.4,0.6,0.5].

4.2 Metrics

We implement 8 metrics to compare the gold scores
and the systems output:

• Mean absolute error (MAE). Calculate the er-
ror for each item, i.e. the distance (absolute
value of the difference) from gold to system
responses, then take the mean of the item-wise
error. Note that if the size of the response sam-
ple per item is greater than 1, the responses
per item are aggregated to the mean.

• (Inverse) Mean-squared error (MSE). Mean
squared error (inverted so that higher is better)
across all items.

• Item-wise metric wins (Winsδ ). Compare the
system responses to gold for each item using
a metric δ , and count the number of items in
the set for which each system performs better
(i.e. wins). In Table 2, we show the results
only for WinsMAE.

• Cosine distance. First, vectorize each ma-
trix. Transform each from an n × k to an
nk×1 dimensional matrix. Then δcos(A,G) =
1− A⋅G
∥A∥∥G∥ , δcos(B,G) = 1− B⋅G

∥B∥∥G∥ ,
• Aggregated EMD. Mean of each item and

earth mover’s distance of the entire vertical
distribution.

• Aggregated EMD vectorized. Transform each
from an n×k to an nk×1 dimensional matrix.
Then take the earth mover’s distance on the
entire vectorized distribution.

• Mean of EMDs. Earth mover’s distance of
each individual item and mean of all of the
EMD scores.

• Spearman Rho. Spearman’s correlation be-
tween the vectors of mean responses per item.

5 Results of simulation study

We examine which of the metrics and sampling
methods on a single test set best estimate the
true p-value, by calculating the error between the
estimated p-value and true p-value across five
response distribution perturbations (εA = 0,εB ∈

{0.0,0.05,0.1,0.3,0.7} , q.v. Alg. 3).
We expect that as the amount of perturbation

applied to system B increases, it should be clearer
that the data is drawn from two separate distribu-
tions. A metric that is more sensitive to the effect
of perturbation/distance should have a smaller dif-

ference between the estimated p-value and true
p-value when the perturbation is increased. Con-
sequently, the metric should have a harder time pro-
ducing the estimated p-value when the systems are
closer together—meaning a larger difference be-
tween the estimated p-value and true p-value when
the perturbation is less.

Table 1 shows estimation error for each of the
sampling methods (minimized across all metrics).
The estimation error is the difference between the
p-value estimated from a single test set and the true
p-value. With εB = 0.1, the (all_items, sample(5)),
(bootstrap_items, all), and (bootstrap_items, sam-
ple(5)) all perform well. These three sampling
methods are clearly the best performers for all ε > 0.
On the other hand, sampling strategies which re-
duce the amount of responses per item (i.e. sam-
ple(1) and first_element) are not as effective. These
findings indicate that incorporating the variance
into the evaluation enables a more accurate sta-
tistical comparison.

Table 2 shows estimation error for each of the
metrics (minimized across all sampling methods).
To illuminate trends across perturbation levels, Fig-
ure 1 visualizes the results from Table 2, and some
interesting patterns emerge. As discussed above,
we expect a good method to decrease its p-value
estimates as the perturbation of B (the x axis) in-
creases.

Multiple metrics (cosine similarity, WinsMAE,
and Spearman Rho) show lower minimum differ-
ences at each increasing interval of perturbation.
This suggests that these metrics, when operating
under unknown conditions / distances between sys-
tem A and system B, may behave most predictably.
WinsMAE has the lowest difference in true and esti-
mated p-value for ε > 0, making this the preferred
metric.

The least consistent metric is Aggregated EMD
vectorized, which increased, decreased, and in-
creased again in minimum difference between es-
timated and true p-values at increasing levels of
perturbation (Table 2).

It is important to note that p=0.05 is a critical
value when considering statistical guarantees, so
differences in estimated and true p-values close to
or exceeding 0.05 are not acceptable; if the differ-
ence in estimated and true p-value is close to 0.05,
there is sufficient room for error for it to seem like
there is evidence of model difference, when in fact
there is not.



Sampling Method n εB = 0 εB = 0.05 εB = 0.1 εB = .3 εB = .7
(all_items,sample(1)) 6 0.04261 0.02185 0.00285 < 10−5

< 10−5

(all_items,sample(5)) 9 0.02152 0.00289 < 10−5
< 10−5

< 10−5

(bootstrap_items, all) 9 0.00621 0.00166 < 10−5
< 10−5

< 10−5

(bootstrap_items, first_element) 6 0.04243 0.06268 0.00462 < 10−5
< 10−5

(bootstrap_items, sample(1)) 6 0.05317 0.00171 0.00184 < 10−5
< 10−5

(bootstrap_items, sample(5)) 9 0.02094 0.00680 < 10−5
< 10−5

< 10−5

Table 1: Minimum p-value estimation error by sampling method (a tuple of item and response sampler), based
on n experiments per method, for five different levels of M2 perturbation (εB), with εA = 0. n is the number of
experiments using a given method (i.e. number of metrics used in combination with this sampling method).

Metric n εB = 0 εB = 0.05 εB = 0.1 εB = 0.3 εB = .7
Cosine Similarity 6 0.13246 0.02128 0.00184 < 10−5

< 10−5

Aggregated EMD 6 0.02094 0.00444 0.00342 0.03633 < 10−5

Aggregated EMD vectorized 3 0.01807 0.00415 0.00478 0.00808 < 10−5

MSE 6 0.00621 0.03206 0.01349 < 10−5
< 10−5

MAE 6 0.01071 0.02929 0.00020 < 10−5
< 10−5

WinsMAE 9 0.08724 0.00166 < 10−5
< 10−5

< 10−5

Mean of EMDs 3 0.02152 0.02721 0.03219 0.00022 < 10−5

Spearman Rho 6 0.07934 0.02114 0.01110 < 10−5
< 10−5

Table 2: Minimum p-value estimation error by metric, based on n experiments per metric, for five different levels of
M2 perturbation (εB), with εA = 0. n is the number of experiments using a given metric (i.e. number of sampling
methods used in combination with this metric).
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Figure 1: Minimum difference between estimated p-
score and true p-score for each of the 8 metrics, at the 5
levels of perturbation.

6 Application to real-world data

To apply our method on actual data, we need the
item and response data for the ground truth and
the two machines (Gref, Aref, and Bref, respectively).
For our example, we chose Kumar et al. (2021), a
dataset of 107,620 social media comments that are
labeled by five annotators each on the toxicity of
each comment, using a 5-level Likert scale from
0–4. We randomly sampled 1000 items from it
for Gref, normalizing the annotations into [0,1],
yielding possible responses {0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8}.

Next, we match the hyperparameters of Algo-
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Figure 2: For our application to real-world data: min-
imum difference between estimated p-score and true
p-score for each of the 8 metrics and 5 levels of pertur-
bation.

rithm 3 to the actual underlying distributions. We
assume that each response Gi,k is drawn from
a normal distribution with a specific mean and
standard deviation for each item, as before, ex-
cept rather than assuming they come from uni-
form distributions as in Algorithm 3 we now take
parameterized models foldednormal([0, 0.28])
and triangular([-0.05, 0.21, 0.45] for the means
and standard deviations, respectively, fitted to the
107,620-comment dataset. We visually inspect the
histograms to determine the probabilistic model



Sampling Method n εB = 0 εB = 0.05 εB = 0.1 εB = .3 εB = .7
(all_items,sample(1)) 6 0.00108 0.00545 0.02909 0.01037 < 10−5

(all_items,sample(5)) 9 0.02020 0.00390 0.00585 < 10−5
< 10−5

(bootstrap_items, all) 9 0.00014 0.00120 0.00604 < 10−5
< 10−5

(bootstrap_items, first_element) 6 0.10096 0.03511 0.02359 0.01801 < 10−5

(bootstrap_items, sample(1)) 6 0.00193 0.00893 0.02965 0.00958 < 10−5

(bootstrap_items, sample(5)) 9 0.00406 0.00265 0.03939 < 10−5
< 10−5

Table 3: On real toxicity data: minimum p-value estimation error by sampling method, a tuple of item and response
sampler, based on n experiments per method, for five different levels of M2 perturbation (εB), with εA = 0.

Metric n εB = 0 εB = 0.05 εB = 0.1 εB = .3 εB = .7
Cosine Similarity 6 0.00108 0.00120 0.02909 0.12034 < 10−5

Aggregated EMD 6 0.11932 0.01835 0.00585 0.01801 < 10−5

Aggregated EMD vectorized 3 0.29085 0.05877 0.04086 0.16090 0.27378
MSE 6 0.01866 0.00545 0.04629 < 10−5

< 10−5

MAE 6 0.02020 0.02973 0.13357 < 10−5
< 10−5

WinsMAE 9 0.01942 0.03391 0.131146 < 10−5
< 10−5

Mean of EMDs 3 0.01382 0.00390 0.14331 0.04434 < 10−5

Spearman Rho 6 0.00014 0.03511 0.02359 < 10−5
< 10−5

Table 4: On real toxicity data: minimum p-value estimation error by metric, based on n experiments per metric, for
five different levels of M2 perturbation (εB), with εA = 0.

to use, and then choose the hyperparameters that
minimizes the mean absolute error between the ob-
served data distributions and those predicted by the
models. This process is described in appendix B.
We also assume that, after sampling from a nor-
mal distribution the results in the range [0,0.2) are
converted to 0.2, those in the range [0.2,0.4) are
converted to 0.4 etc. to simulate the discrete nature
of Likert responses.

With these parameters set, we can run the frame-
work described in §3.2, with the toxicity dataset
sample as our reference test set and simulated sys-
tem responses to choose the best metric and sam-
pling method to use on Gref.

We expect to see results similar to those from
the pure simulation study, although the fact that
responses are now discrete, rather than continuous,
there will be sharper differences in performance
between different values of εB.

The results on the toxicity dataset (Table 3, Ta-
ble 4, Figure 2) exhibit some of the same pat-
terns seen in the pure simulation results. (Boot-
strap_items, all) is the best sampling strategy, and
the strategies that take only one response per item
seem to do the worst. Among the metrics, Spear-
man Rho has the best overall performance.

However, it should be noted that for εB ∈

{0,0.05,0.1} the maximum amount of perturba-
tion is relatively small compared to the 0.2 interval
between successive elements in the response do-

main. There is not much observable difference in
the performance between A and B until εB = 0.3.
At this point, many of the metrics do well. An-
other interesting pattern in the metric results is that
Spearman Rho is among the better performers in
most cases, particularly for εB ∈ {0.3,0.7}.

7 Discussion

These experiments suggest answers to our four re-
search questions:

RQ1. Can response-level variance be used to es-
timate p-values? Yes. In Table 1 and Table 3 we
see that (bootstrap_items, first_element)—the only
sampling method that does not make use of re-
sponse variance—generally performs poorly in the
three lowest perturbation settings, and becomes
competitive with the best approach only at εB = 0.7.
The response variance appears to make the mea-
surements more sensitive to smaller differences
between evaluated systems.

RQ2. What method of sampling response vari-
ance generates the most accurate p-value? The
most promising sampling method is (boot-
strap_items, all) (Table 1 and Table 3).

RQ3. What metrics generate the most accurate
p-value? In the purely simulated data, WinsMAE
is the best (Table 2). In the toxicity dataset, MSE,
MAE, WinsMAE, and Spearman Rho all do very
well for εB ≥ 0.3, and MSE and Spearman Rho do



better than the rest for smaller perturbation levels
(Table 4).

RQ4. How sensitive are the measurements as two
systems’ response distributions draw closer to each
other? On the purely simulated data, WinsMAE is
the most consistent metric when considering sensi-
tivity to distance between system A and system B
(Figure 1).

Compared to the purely simulated data, the real
toxicity dataset exhibits a much sharper difference
among the performance of the better metrics as
εB increases. This is likely due to binning the re-
sponses into five discrete levels, meaning that levels
of perturbation that are detectable in a continuous
domain (which the purely simulated data has) are
negligible over a discrete domain (which the tox-
icity data has) when they are much smaller than
the size of each bin. However, as the perturbation
levels approach or exceed the bin size, the binning
quite suddenly creates starker differences in the
toxicity dataset than in the purely simulated data
(Table 2 and Table 4).

Our results suggest that, of the methods explored
here, the WinsMAE metric, in combination with the
(bootstrap_items, all) sampling technique, provides
the most effective p-value estimate on a single test
set. That WinsMAE performed poorly on εB = 0
(or, on the toxicity dataset, εB ≤ 0.1) should not
distract from its superior performance for other
choices of εB. Recall that εB = 0 (or, on the toxicity
dataset, εB ≤ 0.1) means that the null hypothesis
is (effectively) true (Hung et al., 1997; Boos and
Stefanski, 2011; Colquhoun, 2014) and p-values
are very large, so larger errors are less critical.

Compared to MAE, WinsMAE’s counting wins
likely outperforms taking the mean due to the small
sample of responses taken for each item (i.e., no
more than five for each). With such a small sample
it is hard to estimate the mean with any degree of
precision, so when these means are aggregated over
all 1000 items, this lack of precision accumulates.
Even though we cannot reliably estimate the mean
with two samples, in comparing two samples of
size five, it is still possible to tell when one mean
is likely greater than the other: a win is a binary,
whereas the mean is a continuous, variable, so the
mean carries more information. Thus, at lower
sample sizes it is harder to estimate.

Our results suggest that, among the metrics and
sampling methods studied here, the choice of best
metric is independent of the choice of sampling

method, and vice versa.

8 Conclusion

8.1 Overview & Findings

In this work we address the lack of statistical rigor
in system evaluation and propose a framework to
help tackle this problem. Here, we constructed
a statistical approach to comparing two systems
against gold/human judgments. After developing
a simulator to test the utility of sampling methods
and metrics on many test sets, we experimented
with 6 sampling methods, 8 metrics, and 5 levels
of distance between system A (proposed system)
and system B (baseline). We find that sampling
methods which incorporate variance perform better,
and that WinsMAE and Spearman Rho are reliable
metrics.

8.2 Recommendations for Practitioners

While this testing regime is our general recommen-
dation for future work evaluating NLP systems, our
findings indicate that evaluation protocol requires
tuning to the specific task and data. Generally,
our results show that incorporating variance into
sampling strategy enables more rigorous statisti-
cal evaluation, and both WinsMAE and Spearman
Rho are metrics which seem to be strong in their
sensitivity to perturbation.

These methods are useful for designing an ex-
periment, as they can indicate an optimal metric or
sampling strategy, as well as number of necessary
items or annotators for the task.

Beyond specific recommendations for metrics
and sampling methods, our results demonstrate
that machine similarity (distance in distribution be-
tween the baseline and the proposed system), sam-
pling method, and metric chosen affect leaderboard
performance, and statistical guarantees should be
provided when claiming that a proposed model out-
performs an existing model.

8.3 Future Work

In future work, we would like to consider further
hyperparameters, such as the effect of number of
responses on the measurement sensitivity, categori-
cal responses as opposed to continuous numerical
data, and different item and response distributions.
In the latter case, we believe that understanding
the item and response distributions of an evaluated
system will be an important element in choosing
sampling strategies and metrics.



Limitations

As the contributions of this work include a frame-
work and preliminary experimentation, there are a
number of constraints that we leave to future work.
Firstly, we considered only one family of response
distributions. We chose normal distributions be-
cause their behavior is well-understood and they
are easy to work with. However, the structural
similarities between normal distributions and the
best performing metrics—namely, absolute error—
suggests that, more generally, the best test metrics
for NHST may vary depending on the underlying
response distributions. Therefore, we recommend
that use of our framework should potentially vary
depending on the dataset being considered, and
might have other distributions commonly found in
model and gold standard items and responses, such
as exponential or multinomial distributions.

Similarly, we only considered p-value estimators
that are based on bootstrap sampling. Implementa-
tion of our framework in future use would benefit
from matching the estimator to the test metric. For
instance, permutation tests are the most common
way to estimate p-values for Spearman correlation,
and analytical tests such as Student’s or MacNe-
mar’s, which are commonly used even when the
underlying assumptions on which they are based
are not likely to hold (as, we expect is the case
here). As such, the sampling method could change
based on which metric is best for the task/data.
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Algorithm 3 GENTESTSET

Input parameters
N: test set size
K: number of responses per item
εA: Perturbation of A scores from G
εB: Perturbation of B scores from G

Results
µi: Response means per item
σi: Response standard deviations per item
G: item, response matrix for human anno-

tations
A: item, response matrix for test system
B: item, response matrix for baseline sys-

tem
for all i ∈ [0,N) do

µi ∼ uniform([0,1])
σi ∼ uniform([0,.2])
νA ∼ uniform([−εA,εA])
νB ∼ uniform([−εB,εB])
for all k ∈ [0,k) do

Gi,k ∼ normal(µi,σi)
Ai,k ∼ normal(µi+ν0,σi)
Bi,k ∼ normal(µi+ν1,σi)

end for
end for

B Fitting the mean and standard
deviation models to the toxicity dataset

To fit the distribution of the simulated system re-
sponses to the dataset, we take the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the responses of each item in the
dataset. We then inspect histograms of theses val-
ues. We noted that the distribution of the item-wise
means (Figure 3, left) seems to follow a folded nor-
mal distribution that has been clamped to the range
[0, .8] (i.e., values falling outside that range are
assigned to the nearest value in the range, namely

Figure 3: Distribution of item-level response means in
the Toxicity dataset (left), and from a 1000-item sam-
ple of a folded normal distribution with mean .20 and
standard deviation of 0.16, where values greater than
zero have been assigned to 0 and values greater than
one have been assigned to 0.8.

Figure 4: Distribution of item-level response standard
deviations in the Toxicity dataset (left), which has a
mean of 0.19 and standard deviation of 0.11 and from
a 1000-item sample of a triangular distribution with
minimum −0.05, apex 0.21, and maximum 0.45, where
values greater than zero have been assigned to zero and
values greater than one have been assigned to one.

0 or 1). The standard deviations (Figure 4, right)
seem to follow a triangular distribution clamped to
the range [0,∞] (i.e., only values less than 0 are
reassigned).

We generated means in our simulator by sam-
pling from a folded normal distribution clamped
to [0, .8]. Using grid search, we found that assign-
ing this distribution a mean of 0.0 and standard
deviation 0.28 minimized the mean absolute error
(MAE) between the bars of the histograms in Fig-
ure 3. Similarly, a triangular distribution clamped
to [0,1.0] and with minimum, apex, and maximum
of −0.05, 0.21 and 0.45 minimized the (MAE) be-
tween the bars of the histograms in Figure 4. Both
MAE scores were estimated to be around 2000,
which is very small considering that the dataset has
107,620 items.

C Complete Results

Here we include the full results for our experiments
on both simulated and real data.



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0.410587 0.496402 -0.085815
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0.381939 0.497279 -0.115340
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0.427611 0.496402 -0.068791
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0.423322 0.476487 -0.053165
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0.024045 0.492053 -0.468008
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0.485691 0.496402 -0.010711
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.371267 0.510317 -0.139050
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.367486 0.496606 -0.129120
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.374182 0.510317 -0.136135
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.403785 0.493224 -0.089439
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0.083394 0.479193 -0.395799
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0.423081 0.510317 -0.087236
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.221291 0.504003 -0.282712
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.251065 0.483919 -0.232854
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.383131 0.500626 -0.117495
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0.430407 0.48391 -0.053503
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0.356333 0.497763 -0.141430
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0.452586 0.48391 -0.031324
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0.400131 0.478923 -0.078792
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.012927 0.49465 -0.481723
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0.490123 0.48391 0.006213
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.355155 0.494165 -0.139010
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.369992 0.488593 -0.118601
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.374628 0.494165 -0.119537
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.412421 0.491757 -0.079336
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.007716 0.497834 -0.490118
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0.397471 0.494165 -0.096694
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.4807 0.502944 -0.022244
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.4634 0.506008 -0.042608
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.482 0.502944 -0.020944
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.4174 0.504515 -0.087115
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.4391 0.481533 -0.042433
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.4574 0.502944 -0.045544
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4418 0.495472 -0.053672
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4283 0.495472 -0.067172
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4774 0.495472 -0.018072
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.4723 0.493816 -0.021516
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.4495 0.493816 -0.044316
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.3281 0.493816 -0.165716
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.186133 0.478781 -0.292648
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.308011 0.493675 -0.185664
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.206125 0.493335 -0.287210
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.348773 0.481228 -0.132455
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.014585 0.497565 -0.482980
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0.154479 0.463897 -0.309418

Table 5: Full results on the purely simulated data for εB = 0.



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0.331591 0.067622 0.263969
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0.416351 0.350643 0.065708
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0.340759 0.067622 0.273137
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0.407312 0.378019 0.029293
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0.418707 0.356032 0.062675
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0.19662 0.067622 0.128998
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.044571 0.001909 0.042662
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.109459 0.087604 0.021855
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.046853 0.001909 0.044944
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.111549 0.113261 -0.001712
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0.040036 0.10596 -0.065924
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0.003566 0.001909 0.001657
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.004189 0.001297 0.002892
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.008305 0.001504 0.006801
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.010192 0.001759 0.008433
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0.479884 0.262248 0.217636
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0.482863 0.450803 0.032060
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0.484121 0.262248 0.221873
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0.512241 0.464467 0.047774
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.116947 0.442982 -0.326035
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0.486482 0.262248 0.224234
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.458313 0.263784 0.194529
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.486023 0.442924 0.043099
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.473643 0.263784 0.209859
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.485766 0.464627 0.021139
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.211795 0.434099 -0.222304
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0.485429 0.263784 0.221645
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.4788 0.483241 -0.004441
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.513 0.482578 0.030422
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.5077 0.483241 0.024459
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.4974 0.517659 -0.020259
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.3833 0.489908 -0.106608
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.5365 0.483241 0.053259
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4774 0.495554 -0.018154
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.3859 0.495554 -0.109654
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4914 0.495554 -0.004154
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.2238 0.195486 0.028314
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.2387 0.195486 0.043214
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.2227 0.195486 0.027214
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.471735 0.390999 0.080736
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.475717 0.449534 0.026183
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.46214 0.375208 0.086932
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.480865 0.459581 0.021284
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.132421 0.437445 -0.305024
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0.35917 0.384993 -0.025823

Table 6: Full results on the purely simulated data for εB = 0.05. A result of “0” means that the p-value was less than
the simulator’s minimum level of precision (10−5).



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0.003156 2.00E-06 0.003154
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0.112564 0.115949 -0.003385
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0.006948 2.00E-06 0.006946
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0.120493 0.112452 0.008041
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0.253229 0.11249 0.140739
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0.000204 2.00E-06 0.000202
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 3.10E-05 0 0.000031
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.002333 0.005179 -0.002846
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 5.90E-05 0 0.000059
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.00328 0.006268 -0.002988
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0.002366 0.006986 -0.004620
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0.164925 0.010974 0.153951
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0.330706 0.317212 0.013494
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0.191154 0.010974 0.180180
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0.341757 0.303606 0.038151
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.207481 0.298607 -0.091126
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0.061281 0.010974 0.050307
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.167256 0.009594 0.157662
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.329187 0.318091 0.011096
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.191409 0.009594 0.181815
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.330523 0.301009 0.029514
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.143159 0.313247 -0.170088
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0.099042 0.009594 0.089448
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.4212 0.480088 -0.058888
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.4815 0.484922 -0.003422
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.5018 0.480088 0.021712
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.4958 0.501032 -0.005232
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.3286 0.505215 -0.176615
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.36 0.480088 -0.120088
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4289 0.433678 -0.004778
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4751 0.433678 0.041422
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4194 0.433678 -0.014278
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.1104 0.032391 0.078009
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.1454 0.032391 0.113009
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.0002 0.032391 -0.032191
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.149166 0.130691 0.018475
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.293829 0.322725 -0.028896
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.183086 0.131847 0.051239
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.305439 0.307283 -0.001844
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.228971 0.307595 -0.078624
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0.111144 0.1314 -0.020256

Table 7: Full results on the purely simulated data for εB = 0.1. A result of “0” means that the p-value was less than
the simulator’s minimum level of precision (10−5).



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 9.00E-06 0.000237 -0.000228
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 5.20E-05 0.000272 -0.000220
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.009451 0.000117 0.009334
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 3.00E-06 0.000263 -0.000260
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 8.30E-05 0.000105 -0.000022
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.012638 0.000111 0.012527
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.2976 0.141411 0.156189
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.294 0.257674 0.036326
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.3763 0.141411 0.234889
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.2968 0.252052 0.044748
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.3665 0.291064 0.075436
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.2933 0.141411 0.151889
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.0198 0.027877 -0.008077
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.1785 0.027877 0.150623
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.0983 0.027877 0.070423
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.0047 8.40E-05 0.004616
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.0094 8.40E-05 0.009316
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.0003 8.40E-05 0.000216
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 2.50E-05 0.000425 -0.000400
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.000111 0.000373 -0.000262
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.017425 0.000224 0.017201
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000

Table 8: Full results on the purely simulated data for εB = 0.3. A result of “0” means that the p-value was less than
the simulator’s minimum level of precision (10−5).



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0 2.00E-06 -0.000002
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0 0.00047 -0.000470
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0 2.00E-06 -0.000002
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.0049 0.000828 0.004072
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.0006 0.000672 -0.000072
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.0068 2.00E-06 0.006798
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000

Table 9: Full results on the purely simulated data for εB = 0.7. A result of “0” means that the p-value was less than
the simulator’s minimum level of precision (10−5).



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0.45934 0.479535 -0.020195
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0.437902 0.499429 -0.061527
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0.450871 0.479526 -0.028655
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0.456307 0.485554 -0.029247
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0.266924 0.492477 -0.225553
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0.397145 0.479537 -0.082392
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.43663 0.497893 -0.061263
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.457158 0.50005 -0.042892
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.416203 0.496002 -0.079799
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.467904 0.487324 -0.019420
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0.211593 0.496652 -0.285059
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0.365914 0.496656 -0.130742
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.384364 0.476789 -0.092425
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.394187 0.469652 -0.075465
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.34856 0.480752 -0.132192
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0.457059 0.479458 -0.022399
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0.433271 0.507752 -0.074481
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0.460799 0.47946 -0.018661
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0.449009 0.480377 -0.031368
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.298127 0.492372 -0.194245
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0.498544 0.479457 0.019087
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.493405 0.473137 0.020268
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.471087 0.50108 -0.029993
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.49305 0.472682 0.020368
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.478448 0.480376 -0.001928
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.26784 0.501546 -0.233706
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0.472451 0.472311 0.000140
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.3172 0.492373 -0.175173
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.3247 0.48702 -0.162320
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.384 0.503324 -0.119324
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.3562 0.48553 -0.129330
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.2671 0.486825 -0.219725
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.3417 0.490803 -0.149103
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.1856 0.496253 -0.310653
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.2054 0.496253 -0.290853
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.1448 0.496253 -0.351453
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.3894 0.479924 -0.090524
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.4661 0.479924 -0.013824
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.1139 0.479924 -0.366024
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.47414 0.49728 -0.023140
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.486513 0.487594 -0.001081
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.478938 0.483 -0.004062
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.495858 0.481335 0.014523
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.398975 0.49993 -0.100955
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0.508019 0.497584 0.010435

Table 10: Full results on the toxicity data for εB = 0.



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0.451311 0.236154 0.215157
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0.451132 0.421398 0.029734
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0.443935 0.236095 0.207840
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0.472664 0.416839 0.055825
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0.34272 0.418018 -0.075298
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0.304942 0.236123 0.068819
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.464451 0.268947 0.195504
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.447476 0.413566 0.033910
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.439536 0.271841 0.167695
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.474745 0.40652 0.068225
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0.441751 0.404092 0.037659
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0.480294 0.271587 0.208707
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.394146 0.29071 0.103436
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.378982 0.293645 0.085337
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.246202 0.293862 -0.047660
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0.512868 0.308322 0.204546
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0.460799 0.455346 0.005453
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0.484069 0.308322 0.175747
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0.478558 0.449968 0.028590
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.310163 0.446163 -0.136000
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0.480889 0.308322 0.172567
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.478749 0.291773 0.186976
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.495227 0.455432 0.039795
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.497833 0.292022 0.205811
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.503192 0.44878 0.054412
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.405459 0.440566 -0.035107
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0.415004 0.291148 0.123856
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.4512 0.492407 -0.041207
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.4608 0.479153 -0.018353
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.3984 0.506423 -0.108023
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.436 0.504794 -0.068794
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.5262 0.485954 0.040246
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.349 0.488988 -0.139988
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4067 0.478072 -0.071372
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.4193 0.478072 -0.058772
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.3572 0.478072 -0.120872
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.3623 0.358396 0.003904
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.3967 0.358396 0.038304
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.2297 0.358396 -0.128696
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.427134 0.431173 -0.004039
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.464628 0.477367 -0.012739
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.430813 0.433462 -0.002649
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.473743 0.464818 0.008925
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.349589 0.465382 -0.115793
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0.441221 0.440026 0.001195

Table 11: Full results on the toxicity data for εB = 0.05



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0.339637 0.013932 0.325705
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0.495166 0.275734 0.219432
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0.345923 0.013927 0.331996
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0.474302 0.290926 0.183376
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0.471536 0.286101 0.185435
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0.147494 0.013921 0.133573
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.369515 0.034306 0.335209
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.473703 0.235071 0.238632
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0.368552 0.03339 0.335162
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.461407 0.238133 0.223274
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0.483026 0.242806 0.240220
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0.164385 0.033239 0.131146
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.394516 0.061719 0.332797
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.398901 0.057616 0.341285
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0.300014 0.065973 0.234041
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0.357053 0.058006 0.299047
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0.475893 0.359268 0.116625
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0.365982 0.058006 0.307976
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0.490422 0.386699 0.103723
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.417344 0.371051 0.046293
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0.150775 0.058006 0.092769
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.229324 0.054669 0.174655
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.467556 0.345706 0.121850
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0.238225 0.054456 0.183769
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.456305 0.374117 0.082188
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.374624 0.351033 0.023591
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0.017202 0.054292 -0.037090
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.4446 0.438747 0.005853
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.4008 0.49448 -0.093680
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.4805 0.441111 0.039389
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.3422 0.476702 -0.134502
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.228 0.469601 -0.241601
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.4349 0.440939 -0.006039
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.2881 0.388563 -0.100463
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.3477 0.388563 -0.040863
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.3013 0.388563 -0.087263
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.3243 0.18099 0.143310
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.3476 0.18099 0.166610
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.4127 0.18099 0.231710
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.396048 0.319219 0.076829
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.436377 0.407283 0.029094
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.411232 0.317353 0.093879
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.471161 0.44151 0.029651
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.351366 0.41475 -0.063384
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0.23454 0.320495 -0.085955

Table 12: Full results on the toxicity data for εB = 0.1



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0.034235 0.000458 0.033777
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0.029396 0.000589 0.028807
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0.077095 0.000665 0.076430
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 1.50E-05 0 0.000015
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.010578 0.000207 0.010371
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 6.30E-05 0 0.000063
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0.009861 0.000277 0.009584
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0.029022 0.000549 0.028473
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0.114515 0.007642 0.106873
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 9.70E-05 0 0.000097
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0.102692 0.007427 0.095265
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 0.187849 0.007277 0.180572
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.072887 0.029437 0.043450
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 0.069153 0.028034 0.041119
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.075912 0.033092 0.042820
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.0647 0.010304 0.054396
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.3256 0.146758 0.178842
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.1355 0.011847 0.123653
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.3838 0.14794 0.235860
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.1294 0.147411 -0.018011
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.3004 0.011109 0.289291
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.2419 0.003602 0.238298
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.1899 0.003602 0.186298
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.1645 0.003602 0.160898
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.1394 0.001862 0.137538
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.1537 0.001862 0.151838
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0.0462 0.001862 0.044338
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.12329 0.002952 0.120338
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.306477 0.106948 0.199529
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0.166159 0.003684 0.162475
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.29751 0.092561 0.204949
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.412021 0.100953 0.311068
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 0.125169 0.003615 0.121554

Table 13: Full results on the toxicity data for εB = 0.3. A result of “0” means that the p-value was less than the
simulator’s minimum level of precision (10−5).



Sampling method Metric Estimated p True p diff
(all_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) MAE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items all) Wins(MAE) (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items first_element) MSE 2.30E-05 0 0.000023
(bootstrap_items all) MSE 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 3.30E-05 2.60E-05 0.000007
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) Spearman Rho 8.40E-05 1.50E-05 0.000069
(bootstrap_items first_element) Spearman Rho 0.002207 1.20E-05 0.002195
(bootstrap_items all) Spearman Rho 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.0055 0 0.005500
(all_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.3862 1.80E-05 0.386182
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg 0.0301 0 0.030100
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) EMD Agg 0.3843 0.001 0.383300
(bootstrap_items first_element) EMD Agg 0.0522 0.000999 0.051201
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg 0.0008 0 0.000800
(all_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.3511 0.000816 0.350284
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.3889 0.000816 0.388084
(bootstrap_items all) EMD Agg (vectorized) 0.2746 0.000816 0.273784
(all_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.0104 1.00E-06 0.010399
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) Mean Agg 0.0255 1.00E-06 0.025499
(bootstrap_items all) Mean Agg 0 1.00E-06 -0.000001
(all_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(all_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.006554 0.00048 0.006074
(bootstrap_items sample(5)) COS (vectorized) 0 0 0.000000
(bootstrap_items sample(1)) COS (vectorized) 0.010388 0.000377 0.010011
(bootstrap_items first_element) COS 0.09628 0.000329 0.095951
(bootstrap_items all) COS (vectorized) 5.10E-05 0 0.000051

Table 14: Full results on the toxicity data for εB = 0.7. A result of “0” means that the p-value was less than the
simulator’s minimum level of precision (10−5).


